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1. INTRODUCTION
Networks on Chips (NoCs) use scalable networking principles on a chip scale. They
provide better performance, modularity and faster design closure when compared to
bus based interconnects. Today, building NoCs that meet hard latency constraints
imposed by real-time streams is a major challenge for designers. Several applications
have strict requirements on latency for one or more traffic streams. For example, in
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radar and avionics applications, packets should be delivered from source to destination
within a maximum time interval.
Many classes of applications require some amount of determinism in the behavior
of the communication flows. Providing guarantees for communication flows in NoCs is
usually referred to as providing Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. Usually, the QoS
guarantees translate into bandwidth and latency constraints for the traffic flows. The
bandwidth constraints can be met by allocating enough resources, giving a bound on
worst case latencies is a bigger challenge. While the guarantees that are required by
applications in the multimedia domain are concerned with the average case, and infre-
quent cases that do not meet the requirements are allowed (also called soft QoS); there
are applications in safety critical domains (such as automation, aerospace, military)
that require hard bounds that must be always met (also called hard QoS).
To meet the hard real-time latency constraints, designers use NoC architectures that
provide in hardware some form of guaranteed QoS support. Several different schemes
are used, such as the use of TDMA (Time DivisionMultiple Access) slots [Goossens et al.
2005; Kopetz et al. 1989], packet priorities [Shi and Burns 2008] and time-triggered
communication [Paukovits and Kopetz 2008]. Some of the schemes, such as the use
of simple packet priorities, achieve soft QoS guarantees, where an absolute worst-
case bound of latency cannot be provided. While some schemes, such as the TDMA
based ones, can provide hard worst-case bounds. However, all these QoS based NoC
architectures incur additional hardware overhead and/or penalize average performance
to provide worst case guarantees. In fact, NoC architectures are usually classified as
either “best effort” or “QoS” architectures.
In this article we present a novel NoC synthesis framework to automatically build
networks that meet hard latency constraints of end-to-end traffic streams. One key
novelty in our approach is that we do not use special hardware mechanisms to meet
the QoS constraints, but we build our networks using simple, lean network components,
identical to those used for best-effort NoC instantiation. Moreover, the worst-case guar-
antee is achieved with minimal impact on the average-case performance of the NoC. In
other words, we can build a network that provides hard QoS guarantees on end-to-end
packet delivery time using a best-effort hardware infrastructure.
While there are many works that have addressed the issue of synthesizing best-effort
NoCs tomeet the zero-load latency constraints [Pinto et al. 2003; Ho andPinkston 2006;
Ahonen et al. 2004; Srinivasan et al. 2005; Hansson et al. 2005; Zhu and Malik 2002;
Xu et al. 2006; Murali et al. 2006], none of them synthesize topologies that can meet
hard latency constraints. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on NoC
topology synthesis that can build NoCs that meet hard worst-case bounds on latency
constraints of traffic streams using only best-effort network components. In fact, we
target the design of NoCs that use wormhole flow control, with round-robin arbitration
at the switches, which are commonly used in most best-effort designs. We leverage
mathematical models to compute safe worst case latency bounds on a wormhole based
best effort NoC. We integrate these models with the topology synthesis process. Along
with meeting the worst-case QoS constraints, the topologies synthesized also meet the
average bandwidth and latency constraints, while minimizing power consumption.
Several works [Murali et al. 2006; Seiculescu et al. 2010] have shown the power
and area advantage of application specific NoC topologies for Systems-on-Chip (SoCs)
where the communication patterns are known. Apart from improving power and area
through the customization of the interconnect according to application requirements,
in this work we show that other performance metrics like hard QoS requirements can
be fulfilled. Therefore, the contributions of this article are twofold.
—Through experiments we show that through careful topology design the required
worse-case delay bounds can be met using even best-effort NoC hardware.
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—We provide an algorithm to automatically design the NoC topology to meet the
required worse-case delay bounds.
We perform experiments on several System on Chip (SoC) benchmarks. When com-
pared to a topology synthesis methods with no support for real-time constraints, our
proposed method can produce topologies that can meet significantly tighter worst-case
latency constraints (on average 44%). The results also show that the power consump-
tion and average zero-load latency values of the topologies designed using the proposed
scheme are only marginally higher than a synthesis method that does not support real
time constraints (on average 8.5%). Indeed, when only certain traffic streams require
hard QoS guarantees, the topologies synthesized by our proposedmethod has negligible
power consumption or area overhead.
2. RELATED WORK
An introduction to the NoC principles can be found in De Micheli and Benini [2006].
More aspects for the design of NoCs are summarized Flich and Bertozzi [2010] and
Cristina Silvano and Palermo [2011]. Several works have addressed the synthesis of
NoC topologies to meet application performance constraints [Pinto et al. 2003; Ho and
Pinkston 2006; Ahonen et al. 2004; Srinivasan et al. 2005; Hansson et al. 2005; Zhu
andMalik 2002; Xu et al. 2006; Murali et al. 2006]. However, all of these works produce
topologies that meet the average latency constraints and not the worst-case ones. Map-
ping of core to regular topologies is addressed in Hu and Marculescu [2003], Murali
and Micheli [2004a, 2004b], and Murali et al. [2005]. However, except for [Murali et al.
2005], QoS is not considered. In [Murali et al. 2005], the authors consider critical
streams and map them more efficiently than normal streams. However, they do not
provide any bounds on the latencies. Hansson et al. [2005], present a method to synthe-
size NoCs for a TDMA based architecture. They also consider the design of TDMA slot
tables to meet hard QoS constraints. However, the method only applies to NoCs where
the underlying architecture uses additional hardware to support QoS. Moreover, with
a TDMA scheme, the average performance of the system could be poorer than with a
scheme where packet injection times are not so tightly constrained.
There have been many works that provide QoS guarantees by adding specialized
hardware to the NoC architecture. The Æthereal NoC, presented in Goossens et al.
[2005], adds guaranteed services on top of best effort services to provide QoS support.
Kopetz et al. [1989] describe the MARS architecture where TDMA is used to provide
QoS guarantees. In Shi and Burns [2008], a priority based scheme is used to pro-
vide QoS, and Paukovits and Kopetz [2008] present the concept of a predictable Time-
Triggered NoC, where QoS is ensured through communication services. Marescaux and
Corporaal [2007] present a QoS NoC architecture that uses both best effort and guar-
anteed traffic, but requires specialized hardware and virtual channels. Many works
present improvements and variations [Bolotin et al. 2004; Bjerregaard and Sparso
2005; Bouhraoua and Elrabaa 2006; Feliciian and Furber 2004; Kavaldjiev et al. 2004;
Leroy et al. 2005; Mello et al. 2006; Millberg et al. 2004; Mondinelli et al. 2004;
Mullins et al. 2006; Radulescu et al. 2005; Rijpkema et al. 2003], but all use spe-
cialized hardware to provide QoS. A recent survey of NoCs [Salminen 2008] shows
that most NoC architectures do not have specialized hardware for QoS and therefore a
method to designNoCs that provides guarantees on the delay of communication flows is
necessary.
Lee [2003], presents a method to characterize the real time behaviour of communi-
cation flows in best effort wormhole general networks for parallel computing. However
this method requires traffic regulation, which is not desirable in a majority of appli-
cations. In Rahmati et al. [2009], we presented models to analyze and compute worst
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Fig. 1. Algorithm flow: a) Task mapping with QoS, b) Real-time topology synthesis.
case latency bounds, even the input traffic is not regulated. In this work, we use the
methods for calculating the worst-case latencies during the topology synthesis process
itself, and we use the computed values to tune the instantiation of network components
to produce topologies that meet the real time-constraints.
3. REAL-TIME SYNTHESIS COMPARED TO MAPPING ONTO REGULAR TOPOLOGIES
In our previous work [Murali et al. 2005] we showed amethod to automate tasks (cores)
mapping onto custom topologies with QoS guarantees. There are threemain differences
between the mapping algorithm and the proposed application specific NoC synthesis
algorithm with worst-case delay guarantees. First of all the mapping algorithm takes
as input (apart from the application specification) the topology on which to map and
the routing function that is to be used. As the mapping problem is constrained by the
topology and the routing function the search space is significantly reduced as compared
to topology synthesis, where there are no such constraints. Because of the larger search
space that needs to be explored it is not trivial to go from the mapping of cores to
application specific NoC topology synthesis. As such the synthesis algorithm has to
solve new problems like connecting cores to switches, determine the switch to switch
connectivity and find routes for flows that meet the worst-case latency requirements.
In Figure 1 we show the main parts of the task mapping algorithm (a) and for the
real-time synthesis algorithm (b). As can be seen from the figure the secondmain differ-
ence comes from the way that QoS is provided. In case of the task mapping algorithm,
QoS is ensured by checking the constraints for a given mapping and remapping if the
constraints are not met. Also given a mapping of the cores, the routes are determined
by the routing function. In the case of the topology synthesis algorithm, routing of each
communication flow is integrated and with the topology building process and strongly
connected to worst-case delay constraint checking. This integrated approach not only
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ensures better performance of the designed NoC when compared to the mapping ap-
proach, but also give us the ability to build topologies that meet worst-case latency
constraints without the need for specialized hardware. The synthesis algorithm also
explores solutions with different number of switches to determine the topology that
has the lowest power consumption and meets the worst-case latency constraints.
The final difference is related to the QoSmodel used in the twoworks. In themapping
algorithm an average case QoS metric is used, as the models are based on simulation.
The previous work assumes a sort of soft QoS where traffic is regulated and therefore it
is different from the hardQoSmetrics we consider in this work. In the present work, the
integrated topology design and routing with constraints checking enables the synthesis
algorithm to use the extra degrees of freedom not only to design topologies that meet
worst-case latency constraints, but minimal power and area as well. In the remainder
of the article we will describe in detail the integrated synthesis approach.
4. WORST CASE LATENCY MODELS
If a fair arbitration scheme like round-robin is used in the switches, then the worst-
case latency of packets is determined by the topology of the NoC and the routes chosen
for the communication flows. A carefully designed NoC topology and well-selected
routes can decrease the worst case latency bound and QoS can be provided without the
use of extra hardware in the switches. To improve the design methods for designing
application specific NoC that can provide real time guarantees, it is important to be
able to calculate the worst-case latency of the flows for a given network configuration.
For this work we assume that the switches use round-robin arbitration. For illustra-
tive purposes, we consider an architecture with input-queued switches with no virtual
channels, characteristic of many existing NoC designs [Stergiou et al. 2005]. The meth-
ods presented here can be easily modified for other switch architectures and to support
virtual channels. A credit based (or on-off) flow control is used to provide back-pressure
and to prevent the switches from forwarding the flow control units (flits) when the
downstream buffers are full. The target cores are assumed to be ideal and eject the flits
as soon as they reach the target network interface. If a target core is not ideal an end
to end flow control mechanism can be used to prevent flits from entering the network
when it is backlogged. Buffer size is assumed to be uniform across all the switches. In
this work we do not address the issue of buffer sizing, as it is beyond the scope of this
article.
In this section, we present a brief description of the mathematical model proposed
in Rahmati et al. [2009] to calculate worst-case latencies for a given topology, routing
function and traffic flows. In the next section, we show how the model can be used to
build the topology and find paths for the given set of traffic flows between the cores of
the applications.
The buffer depth of a switch is calculated as the sum of all buffers between the
arbitration points of two consecutive switches. Since no traffic regulation is assumed
in the model, the worst-case latency is achieved when all buffers are full and when
the packet of a flow loses arbitration to all other flows that it can contend with. Under
these assumptions, the upper bound on delay for a flow is given by Equation (1) (UBi
represent the upper bound delay for flow i) where ts1 and ts2 represent the packet
creation and ejection times which are constant. The sum adds the contribution of the
worst-case interference at every hop (uji interference of other flows on flow i at switch
j) from the path of the flow for which the upper bound delay is calculated. The number
of hops on the path of flow i is denoted by hi.
UBi = ts1 + ts2 +
∑
∀ j u
j
i with j = 0 . . .hi. (1)
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If a core has flows going to different destinations and it is capable of having multiple
outstanding transactions, then the packets generated by the same core to different
destinations can also contend with one another. Source contention, as it is also called,
is modeled by using a virtual switch that does not physically exists on the path of the
flow. Equation (2) describes how to calculate the contribution of the source contention.
u0i = MAX
(
U 0i ,U
0
I(x)
)+∑∀x U 0I(x).
with x = 0 . . . z0(i,0) (2)
The hop delay from output buffer to output buffer is denoted by U ji and I(x) returns
the index of a flow from the pool of flows that contend with flow i at switch j. The
number of flows that contend with flow i at switch j and use the output port c is
denoted by zc(i, j). Using the same notation, the delays at the rest of the switches on
the path of flow i can be calculated with Equation (3).
uji = MAX
(
U ji ,U
j
I(x)
)+∑∀x U jI(x)
with x = 1 . . . zc(i, j), 1 ≤ j ≤ hi. (3)
The delay of a flow at the current switch U ji is calculated in a similar manner, only
this time it is based on the delays from the next switch.
U ji = MAX
(
U j+1i ,U
j+1
I(x)
)+∑∀x U j+1I(x)
with x = 1 . . . zc(i, j + 1), 0 ≤ j ≤ hi − 1.
(4)
To calculate the upper bound delay, the Equations (2), (3), and (4) have to be cal-
culated in a recursive manner. The recursive formulation is guaranteed to complete
because the delay of any flow at the last switch in the path is fixed. The termination
conditions are given by Equation (5):
Uhii = Li, Uhl(x)l(x) = Ll(x). (5)
The ejection time of a packet at the last switch in cycles for flow i is denoted as Li.
In Rahmati et al. [2009], we show the correctness of the models and the tightness of
the bounds. We also show how the models can be extended to address multiple virtual
channels, buffer sizes and packet lengths.
5. TOPOLOGY DESIGN TO MEET WORST-CASE CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we give an example of how topology design can reduce the worst-case
delay for some flows when compared to a single switch (crossbar) topology, which is
non intuitive. Consequently we will give the intuition of why careful synthesis can
potentially reduce the worst case delay of some flows. Intuitively one would expect the
crossbar to have the lowest worst-case delay. While that is true for the average worst
case delay over all flows, it is not true for individual flows. In many design there are
few flows that have hard real-time constraints (e.g., interrupts) and many flows that
are best effort (e.g., cache refills). Therefore a multi-switch topology can be optimized
to reduce the worst case delay of only those flows that have real-time constraint in the
detriment of the other that are best effort.
In Figure 2, we present a simple example of the worst case delay for three flows
for a single switch (crossbar) and a two switch topology. Let us assume that flow 1 is
a real-time flow while flow 2 and 3 are best effort flows. Also let us assume that the
packet size for all flows is 5 flits and the sink is ideal so the ejection latency is 5 cycles.
In Figure 2(a) we show the case for the single switch. In this case the three flows that
have the same destination will contend for the output port. In the worst case for flow
one we have to assume that it would lose the arbitration to both flows 2 and 3. Since the
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Fig. 2. Example of topologies with worst case delays: a) single switch (crossbar); b) multi-switch.
ejection latency of the flows is 5 cycles and flow 1 could in the worst case wait for the
other two flows, it would see a delay of 10 cycles to win the arbitration for the output
port. If we add to this the ejection latency of flow 1 we can compute a worst case delay
of 15 cycle for flow 1. Since the topology is symmetric we can similarly calculate the
same worst case delays for flows 2 and 3 (i.e., 15).
However since only flow 1 is a real-time flow we want to improve the worst case
delay of only this flow. In Figure 2(b) we show how that can be done with a two switch
topology. In this case flow 2 and flow 3 first contend for the output port of one switch
and only the winner will contend with flow 1 for the output of the other switch. So in
this case when we calculate the worst case delay for flow 1 we have to assume that in
the worst case flow 1 will lose the arbitration to a packet of either flow two or 3 coming
from the other switch. So the worst case delay is 10 cycles (5 cycle to win the arbitration
and 5 cycles ejection latency). This will however increase the worst case delay of flow
2 and 3. When we calculate the delay of flow 2 we must assume that it will lose the
arbitration with flow 3 on the first switch and with flow 1 on the next switch. Add to
that the ejection delay and the total worst case delay for flow 2 is 20 cycles. Similarly
flow 3 will have 20 cycles worst case delay.
If we look at the average worst case delay over all the flows we see that the single
switch topology is better. However since only flow 1 has real time constraint in our
example, in the two switch topology the worst case delay of flow one was reduced
compared to the single switch case.
6. REAL-TIME NETWORK SYNTHESIS
The goal of the real-time network synthesis algorithm is to find a power-efficient topol-
ogy that meets the application requirements and the real-time constraints. Therefore
the real-time network synthesis algorithm requires the following inputs. The most im-
portant input is the communication description of the SoC. The description is given in
the form of a directed graph that is defined as follows.
Definition 6.1. The communication graph is a directed graph, G(V, E) with each
vertex vi ∈ V representing a core and the directed edge (vi, v j) with i ∈ 1,2 . . .n and
with j ∈ 1,2 . . .n representing the communication between the cores vi and v j . The
bandwidth of the traffic flow from cores vi to v j is represented by bwi, j and the latency
constraint for the flow is represented by rti, j .
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The number of switches and the values of the architectural parameters (the required
operating frequency and the flow control unit size) are varied to explore different design
points. For a given combination of the number of switches and architectural parameters
the real-time network synthesis algorithm designs a topology.
We provide power, area and delay models for the NoC components to the algorithm
in order to estimate the power consumption of the topology and to make sure that the
architectural requirements are met. For a given technology library, we do synthesis and
place&route of RTL code of the NoC components using commercial tools, to obtain the
models. Floorplan information can also be provided as input in order to better estimate
the wire length and the wire power consumption.
The output of the synthesis algorithm is a topology that minimizes the power con-
sumption and that meets the worst case delay constraints given in the communication
specification.
6.1. Real-Time Synthesis Algorithm
The major steps of the method that finds designs the topology for a given combination
of the number of switches and architectural parameters, are presented in Algorithm 1.
Please note that the step number corresponds to the line number in the Algorithm 1
listing. The algorithm takes as parameters the communication graph (G), the number
of switches (num sw) and the architectural parameters.
ALGORITHM 1: Real Time Topology Synthesis(G, num sw, architectural parameters)
1: set α = 0
2: if α ≥ maxα then
3: Exit
4: end if
5: assign cores to switch(num sw, α)
6: for i = 1 to |E| do
7: Choose next unmapped inter switch flow
8: set β = α
9: build cost graph(β)
10: Find min cost path
11: if path not found or β ≥ maxβ then
12: increment α
13: Goto step 2
14: end if
15: Check RT constraints for all mapped flows
16: if previously mapped flow violates RT constraints then
17: if destination(current flow) = destination(violated flow) then
18: destination contention(violated flow)
19: else
20: path contention(violated flow)
21: end if
22: increment β
23: Goto step 9
24: end if
25: if current flow violates RT constraints then
26: increment β
27: Goto step 9
28: end if
29: end for
30: Save topology
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The assignment of switches to cores is done by partitioning the cores in blocks (one
partition block per switch) using a min-cut partition method. Minimum cost routes
for flows are found using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm in conjunction with turn
prohibition for routing level deadlock freedom. These steps are general and use well
know algorithms and we will not describe them in detail as they are similar to similar
to our previous work [Murali et al. 2006]. However, the customization of Dijkstra’s
general algorithm, for finding shortest path, to perform routing is done through the
cost graph that is fed as input. One important difference from our previous work is
the way that the cost are calculated that allows us to drive the path finding routine to
create routes that meet the real time constraints. As flows are routed one by one, unlike
in our previous work, routing a flow does not influence only its worst-case delay, but
it also changes the worst-case delay of the previous flows. So another major difference
from our previous work is the iterative approach to find a route that meets it own
constraint but also does not cause the previously mapped flows to miss theirs. As part
of the iterative approach, there are also some special cases that are treated differently
during routing in order to find viable route. These new feature needed for finding
routes that meet worst-case delay constraints are described in detail in the following
paragraphs.
Since the number of switches is most of the time different than the number of cores,
the core to switch connectivity has to be decided (step 5). The core to switch assignment
is done by partitioning the cores in as many blocks as there are switches. To perform
the partitioning, we define a Partitioning Graph (PG) as in our earlier work [Murali
et al. 2006].
Definition 6.2. The partitioning graph is a directed graph, PG(U, H, α), that has
same set of vertices and edges as the communication graph. The weight of the edge
(ui,uj), defined by hi, j , is set to a combination dependent on α of the bandwidth and
the latency constraints of the traffic flow from core ui to uj .
The PG is built using the parameter α (initialized to 0 in step 1) which is varied
to generate different core to switch assignments when the required worst case delays
cannot be met. Initially only the bandwidth influences the core to switch assignment
and as α is varied, more importance is given to the real-time constraints of the flows.We
use min-cut partition and an existing tool [Hendrickson 1994] to generate the core to
switch assignment. The cores in one partition block are connected to the same switch.
If the parameter α reaches a certain upper bound, the algorithm exits as it is unable
to find a solution.
After the core to switch assignment is decided, the flows between cores that are on
different switches (inter switch flows) have to be routed. We loop through the flows
(step 6) and we first choose which is the next flow to be routed. The choice of the
next flow can be done using several criteria. For example the highest bandwidth flows
could be mapped first, or alternatively the flows with the tightest real-time constraint
could be mapped first. We use a linear combination of the bandwidth requirements
and the real-time constraint requirement to decide the order of the flows. The linear
combination is calculated in a similar way to how the weights of the edges in the
partitioning graph are calculated.
Since we do not use indirect switches, we have to route the inter switch flows through
the switches to which the cores are connected (the number of switches is given as input).
To find routes for the flows we do the following: i) we calculate the costs to go from each
switch to every other switch; ii) using Dijkstra algorithm we find a minimum cost path,
which becomes a temporary route for the flow (the route lists the hops and the ports
used at each hop); iii) we test the real time characteristics the found route; iv) if the
found route does not fulfill the real time requirements we repeat these steps changing
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the cost until a path is found that meets the bound. The details for these steps are
described in the following parameters.
A parameter β is used to influence the cost calculation in order to shift the optimiza-
tion criteria from minimizing power to minimize the worst case delay. In step 8 we
initialize the parameter β to the current value of α. This parameter is varied locally to
change the optimization criteria only for the current flow that is routed, when a valid
route is not found. In step 9 a cost graph is built. The cost graph is defined as follows.
Definition 6.3. The cost graph is a fully-connected directed graph, C(S, L, β), where
the vertices represent the switches in the topology. Theweight of the edge (li, lj), defined
by costi, j , gives the cost of routing the flow from switch i to switch j.
The way the weights of the edges in the cost graph are calculated is presented in
more detail in Section 6.2. Based on the cost graph the minimum cost path is found in
step 10. This path is used as the route for the current flow. We use Dijkstra algorithm
and turn prohibition to find deadlock-free minimum cost routes, as presented in Murali
et al. [2006]. If a path is not found for any flow or the parameter β has reached the
maximum value, then α is incremented and we return to step 2 to retry with a different
core to switch assignment.
After a valid route is found for the current flow the algorithm tests weather the
real-time constraints are met (step 15). This is done using the worst-case delay models
presented in Section 4 recursively. Not only the current flow needs to be tested, but also
the previously mapped flows, because the interference of the current flow can cause
the already mapped flows to violate their bounds. If the constraints are met then the
algorithm proceeds to mapping the next flow.
If there is a bound violation, there are two cases that need to be considered: i) a
previously mapped flow has violated its constraint or ii) the current flow has violated
the constraint. If a previously mapped flow is the one that violates its worst case delay
constraint, there are a further two subcases that need to be considered. One subcase is if
the flow that violates the bound and the current flow thatwe are trying to route have the
same destination. This subcase is more complex as it is not possible to fully separate
the routes of the two flows and it is handled by the function destination contention
(step 18). In the other subcase the contention is along the path of the current flow
and the previously mapped flow and the function path contention is called (step 20).
The two functions annotate the states of some links so that in the next iteration (after
incrementing β, steps 22, 23) the weights in the cost graph are modified such that
the conditions that cause the previous flow to violate the constraint can be avoided. A
more detailed description of the two functions is presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. If
the current flow violated the worst case delay constraint then we simply increment the
parameter β, and we do a local iteration (steps 26, 27).
If all the inter switch flows could be routed successfully then the topology is saved
(step 30) and the algorithm finishes. The power and area of the generated topology is
estimated after this point.
The time complexity of the algorithm is O(|V |4|E|3ln(|V |)), where |V ||E|2 is the con-
tribution given by checking the worst-case latency constraints as presented in Rahmati
et al. [2009]. In practice the algorithm runs fast as valid path can be foundmuch earlier
when the constraints are not that tight.
6.2. Cost Calculation
Calculating the weights of the edges of the cost graph is an important step, because
through the cost assigned to the different edges we can drive the algorithm to find paths
that meet the worst case delay constraints and that minimize the power consumption
of the topology. The cost calculation for one edge is presented in Algorithm 2.
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ALGORITHM 2: cost(switchi, switchj , β)
1: Find link between switchi and switchj that support the required bandwidth
2: if link found and flow count on(link) ≥ BOUND/β then
3: Goto step 1 and find next link
4: end if
5: if link not found then
6: if can open new link then
7: link = link count(switchi, switchj) + 1
8: cost[switchi][switchj] = marginal power new link(switchi, switchj , bandwidth)
9: else
10: cost[switchi][switchj] = INF
11: end if
12: else
13: cost[switchi][switchj] = marginal power existing link(switchi, switchj , bandwidth)
14: cost[switchi][switchj] + = (flow count on(link) / max f low count) ∗ β
15: end if
16: if link status[switchi][switchj][link] = PROHIBITED then
17: cost[switchi][switchj] = INF
18: end if
19: if link status[switchi][switchj][link] = ADD EXTRA COST then
20: cost[switchi][switchj] + = max cost
21: end if
In the first step the function tries to find a link that exists between the two switches
and that has sufficient capacity to accommodate the bandwidth requirement of the
new flow. If such a link is found it tests to see if the number of flows already mapped
to that link are smaller than a certain bound determined experimentally (step 2). As
the bound depends on β, it forces the algorithm to reuses fewer existing links as β is
incremented in successive iterations. If the number of flows on the link is larger than
the bound then it goes back to step 1 to look for the next viable link.
If an existing link that can be reused was not found, then the algorithm would need
to open a new link between those switches. If a new link cannot be opened (because the
size of the switches would become too large and they would not support the required
frequency) the cost for that edge in the cost graph is set to a large (INF in step 10).
This prevents the flow to be routed between the two switches. If the link can be opened
then the cost of that link is given by the marginal power increase due to the addition
of the new link (step 8). The power consumption increases when a new link is open due
to an increase in the size of the switches and the increase in switching activity as the
low adds the extra traffic.
If an existing link is found and it can be reused, then the cost of reusing that link is
given by the marginal increase power that the new flow creates (step 13). In this case
the switch size remains the same, but the switching activity is increase due to the extra
traffic. In case a link is reused there are other flows that use that link. We add extra
cost that is proportional to the number of flows that are already mapped on that link
weighted by the value of the parameter β. In this way we drive the path computation
to reuse links that will be shared by fewer flows and even to use new links as the value
of β is increased.
Finally based on the status of the link that is set from a previous iteration by the
destination contention and path contention functions we can force to prevent commu-
nication between some switches (step 17) or to increase the cost in order to favor the
use of other links (step 20). The way the link status is set and the function that the
link status has, is presented in detail in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.
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6.3. Destination Contention
The destination contention function is called, if the route that was found for the current
flow,would lead to a previouslymapped flow to violate its constraint. Also the contention
between the current flow and flow that violates the constraint happens on the output
port of the last switch, just before the destination NI. Thus we want to force the new
flow to contend with a previously mapped flow that does not have real-time constraints,
but that goes to the same output as the flow that violates the constraint. By doing this
we increase the worst-case delay of the flow that is not RT and of the new flow, but it
would not modify the worst case delay of the flow that now violates the constraint. The
steps to achieve this are presented in Algorithm 3
ALGORITHM 3: destination contention(violated flow)
1: ls = last switch for the violated flow
2: for i = 1 to num sw do
3: if i = ls then
4: for j = 1 to link count(i, ls) do
5: if link[i][ls][ j] is not used by non RT flow that contends with the violated flow at the
destination then
6: link status[i][ls][ j] = PROHIBITED
7: end if
8: end for
9: {Prohibit the use of new link}
10: link status[i][ls][link count(i, ls) + 1] = PROHIBITED
11: end if
12: end for
In step 1 we find the last switch (ls) of the flow that was mapped and which violates
the constraint. We loop through all the existing switches (step 2) and see if there are
existing links to the switch ls. If such links exist, it checks whether it is used by a non
real-time flow that goes to the same output as the flow that violates the constraint.
If no such flow, exists the link is prohibited from being used in the next iteration by
setting the link status to PROHIBITED (step 6). If a new link is opened then there is
no flow mapped on that link. So if the current flow uses a new link it will still contend
with the previously mapped flow at the destination. Therefore the use of new links
toward the switch ls is prohibited (step 10).
Example 6.4. In Figure 3 we show an example of how the destination contention is
removed. Assumewe have the topology from Figure 3(a) and there are three flows. Flow
1 is a real time flow that is routed through switch 3 and 4. Flow 2 is a non-real-time flow
and is routed through switch 2 and 4. Flow 3 is the current flow that has to be routed
and after the first iteration the path using switch 1 and 4 was found. Suppose that
by routing flow 3 through switch 1 and 4 causes flow 1 to violate the worst case delay
bound. Therefore the destination contention function will set the state of the links as
shown in Figure 3(b). The link between switch 3 and 4 is prohibited, and also opening
new links between switch 1 and 4, 2 and 4 and 3 and 4 is also prohibited. The existing
link between switch 2 and 4 can be used as it is currently used by flow 2 which does not
have real-time constraint but already contends with flow 1. A potential route for flow
3 is shown in Figure 3(c), where flow 1 uses the existing link between switch 2 and 4
that is also used by flow 2.
6.4. Path Contention
If path contention function is called, it means that the route of the current flow inter-
sects the route of previously mapped flow before the destination switch and causes the
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Fig. 3. Destination contention example: a) initial topology; b) link status annotation; c) final topology.
previously mapped flow to violate its bound. In this case we want to drive the path
finding algorithm to avoid to use the links that the previously mapped flow uses. If the
route of the new flow does not intersect with the previously mapped flow than it will
not increase the worst case delay of the previously mapped flow. To that end the links
used by the flow that violate its worst-case delay constraint are annotated so that in
the next iteration the cost for using such a link is increased.
The steps to annotate the links are presented in Algorithm 4. The function loops
through the existing links in the topology and if it finds a link that is used by the flow
that violates the bound it set its status to ADD EXTRA COST (step 5). The value of
maximum cost of all edges in the cost graph is added in the cost calculation function to
links that have the status set to ADD EXTRA COST. These links will have high cost
and will be avoided by the path finding routine. These links can be used (unlike in the
case where the cost is INF), if due to other constraints, no other links can be used.
ALGORITHM 4: path contention(violated flow)
1: for i = 1 to num sw do
2: for j = 1 to num sw do
3: for k = 1 to link count(i, j) do
4: if violated flow uses link[i][ j][k] then
5: link status[i][ j][k] = ADD EXTRA COST
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for
Example 6.5. An example of how the path contention is avoided is shown in Figure 4.
An example topology is presented in Figure 4(a), and there are two flows. Flow 1 is a
real-time flow that is already routed. Flow two is the current flow for which we have to
find a route. Assume that in the first iteration the route that is found is from switch 1
to 2, 3 and 4. So flow 2 intersects with flow 1 at the output of switch 1. Assume that by
using this route for flow 2 causes flow 1 to violate the required worst case delay bound.
In this case the path contention function is called and will set the status of the link
between switch 1 and 2 and of the link between switch 2 and 3 to ADD EXTRA COST
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Fig. 4. Path contention example: a) initial topology; b) link status annotation; c) final topology.
as shown in Figure 4(b). Therefore in the next iteration those links will have higher
cost and will be avoided if possible. A possible solution is shown in Figure 4(c) where a
new link between switch 1 and 3 is opened and the route of flow two uses switches 1, 3
and 4, and therefore the contention with flow 1 is removed.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the real-time topology synthesis algorithm, we chose two complex bench-
marks extracted from real-life SoC platforms. The first benchmark is a state-of-the-art
multimedia and wireless communication SoC [Philips 2004; ST 2004; TI 2004]. The
communication patterns for this benchmark are very irregular [Seiculescu et al. 2010],
as the described SoC is composed of two subsystems. One subsystem handles the mul-
timedia functions. It contains an ARM processor, hardware video accelerator and a
complex memory system that can access off-chip SDRAM and FLASH. The second sub-
system is used for the wireless communication and is built around a DSP processor
and several peripherals. Communication between the two subsystems is done with
the help of a DMA core and several on-chip memories. There are a total of 26 cores
that communicate in the system. The second benchmark is a SoC for high-end signal
processing applications (such as those used in embedded image and radar processing).
This SoC features multiple local memories, having a spread communication pattern.
In this benchmark there are 36 cores and each core communicates to four other cores.
We applied our proposed synthesis algorithms on the two SoC benchmarks. For
comparisons, we used an existing state-of-the-art synthesis algorithm that does not
support hard QoS constraints [Murali et al. 2006] to design the topologies for the
benchmarks. We use the methods described in Section 4 to calculate the worst case
latencies for the flows for the generated topologies for both cases.
7.1. Effect on Latency
We designed four topologies using the original synthesis algorithm from Murali et al.
[2006], where real-time constraints are not considered. The different design points use
different numbers of switches: 5, 8, 14, and 20 for the D26 media benchmark. We show
results for 5 and 8 switches because, as we will show in the experiments, the worst
case latency tends to be worse when there are fewer switches. On the other hand,
these design points are important as they provide better power consumption when
compared with topologies with many switches. We also give results for topologies with
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Fig. 5. Worst case latency on each flow.
more switches (i.e., 14, 20) to give a clear picture of how the worst-case latency depends
on the number of switches.
We then ran our RT algorithm and found the smallest latency bound for which it
was possible to find solutions. While in many real applications only a subset of flows
have real time constraints, we wanted to study the maximum overhead incurred by our
proposed procedure. Thus, we put real time constraints on all flows. We found that for
the D26 media benchmark, the tightest constraint for the upper bound delay for which
feasible topologies could be build is 180 cycles. To find out how tight the constraint was,
we calculated the worst case latencies of the flows only due to source and destination
contentions. To perform this, we connected all the cores through a single crossbar
switch and calculated the worst case latencies. On the crossbar, the average worst case
latency for this benchmark was 92 cycle and the maximum value across all flows was
148 cycles. This shows that the constraint we imposed is quite tight, as it is only 1.25×
the maximum value of the flows from the ideal case.
In Figure 5 we show the worst case latencies for the 66 flows in the D26 media
benchmark. The worst case latencies are reported for the case when the crossbar
is used and for the cases when a 14 switch topology is designed with the original
algorithm and with the RT algorithm. As can be seen, for the topology designed with
the RT algorithm, the worst case latency of the flows is in the same range as the worst
case latency for the flows mapped on the crossbar. On the topology designed with the
original algorithm, most flows have worst-case latency values much higher than those
of the crossbar.
Another less intuitive effect that is visible in the plot is that the RT algorithm
provides lower worst-case latency than the crossbar. This is because, in a crossbar, each
flow will have to contend with all the other flows to the same destination. Whereas,
in a multiswitch case, this may not happen. For example, if there are 3 flows to the
same destination. In the multiswitch case, two of them may share a path until a point
where they contend with the third flow. The third flow only has to wait for one of
them (with the maximum delay) to go through. Whereas, in a full crossbar, the third
flow will have to wait for both the flows, in the worst case. Thus, we can see that,
when only few flows require real time guarantees a multi-switch topology can give
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Fig. 7. Worst case latency when only 5 flows are constrained.
better bounds and it is really difficult to come with the best topology directly using
designer’s intuition. The worst case model from Rahmati et al. [2009] also gives a
method to calculate the minimum guaranteed bandwidth under worst case contention
in the network. In Figure 6, we show the calculated minimum guaranteed bandwidth
for the 66 communication flows for the 14 switch topology.
So far we showed what happened to the worst-case latency when a constraint is set
to all the flows. In Figure 7, we show the behavior of the RT synthesis algorithm when
only 5 flows have worst-case latency constraints. The flows that had constraints are
marked with bubbles on the figure. The latency constraints were added to flows going
to and from peripherals. This is a realistic case, as many peripherals have small buffers
and data has to be read at a constant rate, so that it would not be overwritten. In this
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Fig. 8. Average worst case latency for D26 media.
case, the bounds on those 5 flows could be tightened further (two flows at 160 cycles
and three flows at 60 cycles). Putting these constraints also leads to a reduction in the
worst case latency of other flows as well. Due to the tight constraints, the RT algorithm
maps the RT flows first. Then, the unconstrained flows also have to be mapped with
more care so that they do not interfere with the previously mapped ones.
In Figure 8, we show the worst-case latencies, averaged over all flows for both the
original algorithm and the proposed RT algorithm. From the figure, it can be seen that
a synthesis algorithm not considering the maximum latencies can incur a significantly
higher worst-case latencies than the required bound especially for low switch counts
and we can observe large variations depending on the number of switches in the
topology. For the RT case, the variations are much smaller as the algorithm builds the
topology in such a way so that all flows meet the constraints. One other important
remark is that even in the unconstrained case, increasing the number of switches can
help reduce the worst-case latency of flows. This is because, with increasing switch
counts, fewer flows share each link, there by reducing the chances of contention. This
is contrary to the zero load latency (the latency to go from source to destination without
having any interference on the way), which grows with the number of switches in the
topology, as can be observed from Figure 9.
For the D36 4 benchmark, we designed topologies with 6, 8, 14 and 20 switches and
we found that the tightest constraint for which topologies could be synthesized was
195 cycles. The average worst case latency for the different topologies designed for
the D36 4 benchmark are shown in Figure 10. The effects on the average zero load
latencies are shown in Figure 11. Using the original algorithm, for 6 switches, the zero
load latency is very high as most flows have to reuse existing links and cross more hops.
For all other switch counts the zero load latency is smaller, but it constantly increases
with the switch count. With the proposed RT algorithm the zero load latency dose not
suffer large variations, as the algorithm is reusing fewer links in order to meet the
constraints.
7.2. Effect on NoC Components
To design topologies that meet the required worst case latency constraints, the RT
algorithm may use more links and therefore additional switch ports when compared to
the original synthesis method. By adding more links, contention between flows can be
reduced, there by reducingworst-case latencies. But addingmore links will increase the
switch sizes and the power consumption of the NoC may also increase. It is important
to analyze what is the overhead of the RT algorithm over the original method.
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Fig. 9. Average zero load latency for D26 media.
Fig. 10. Average worst case latency for D36 4.
Fig. 11. Average zero load latency for D36 4.
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Fig. 12. Number of links for D26 media.
In Figure 12, we plot the total number of links used in the different topologies for the
D26 media benchmark. As the number of switches is increased, the number of links
used increases as well. With more links, the contention on each link is lower, reducing
the worst case latencies. It can be seen that even though the number of links is more
in the topologies synthesized with the RT algorithm, the overhead with respect to the
original case is on average only 9.5%. In Figure 13 we show the corresponding plot on
the number of links in the topology for the D36 4 benchmark. Since the communication
pattern of this benchmark involvesmore flows,we havemore links in the original design
as well so the bounds can be met with even smaller overhead (average 5.5%).
7.3. Effect on Power Consumption
In this section we analyze the overhead of the RT algorithm with respect to the original
algorithm in terms of the power consumption of the NoC topologies. To calculate the
power consumption of the designed NoC we used the NoC component models from
Stergiou et al. [2005]. The power consumption of the different switches are obtained
from placement&routing of the RTL designs in 65nm technology process. Switches
of different sizes are synthesized for different operating frequencies and switching
activities. Based on the power estimates obtained after place and route, the switch
power models are built. After the topology is built, based on the requirements from the
communication specifications, the activity at the switches can be determined. Based
on the switching activities and the power models, the actual NoC power consumption
for the application is calculated.
Our RT algorithm has the biggest impact on the switch power, because by adding
more links the size of the switches is increased, leading to an increase in the power
consumption. The link power is affected by the link lengths and the switching activity
(the amount of bandwidth that flows on the link). The length of the links depends
on the floorplan and the parallel links introduced by the RT procedure will have the
same length. Since the bandwidth of the flows remains the same as it depends on the
application, when you add more parallel links the bandwidth of the flows is distributed
among all the links. Therefore in the RT design you have more parallel links at lower
switching activity and with the same length and as such the total power for the links is
similar. Also the switching activity of the switches remains constant (as the bandwidth
is application dependent) even though the RT procedure adds more ports (to add the
parallel links). However since the power of the crossbar does not grow linear with the
number of inputs and outputs we see an increase in the total switch power consumption.
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Fig. 13. Number of links for D36 4.
Fig. 14. Switch power consumption for D26 media.
Thus, we only plot the switch power for topologies. The power consumption values for
the D26 media benchmark are shown in Figure 14. As can be seen, the switch power
increase due to the RT process is only marginal (11% on average). In Figure 15 we show
the power consumption for the D36 4 benchmark. The power overhead is slightly lower
(6% on average) in this case, as fewer links need to be added to meet the constraint.
Please note that an average the switch power account for about one third of the
total power of the topology, the rest being used by the links and the network interfaces
(NIs). Both the power of the NIs and of the links is unaffected by the RT procedure and
therefore the impact of the RT design on the total power of the topology is minimal,
while at the same time providing hard-latency guarantees for the flows.
A summary of all the results for the two benchmarks is presented in Table I. The table
reports average upper bund values for flow in cycles, the average zero load latency (in
cycles), the number of links in each topology and the corresponding power consumption
(in mW).
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that guaranteeing worst-case latencies for communication flows in a
best-effort NoC fabric can be done without specific hardware support, by judiciously
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Fig. 15. Switch power consumption for D36 4.
Table I.
Bench- Num of Upper bound (cycles) Zero load latency Num links Power (mW)
mark Switches RT ORIG RT ORIG RT ORIG RT ORIG
5 112.1 167.3 3.7 3.9 75 64 22.7 19.5
D26 8 113.8 205 3.5 3.77 85 75 25.1 21
media 14 105.9 289.9 3.5 4.71 97 92 35 32.5
20 108.9 195.6 3.7 4.71 105 103 39.3 38.8
6 143.5 331.7 3.27 3.85 104 99 66.2 68
D36 8 107.7 158.8 3.27 3.36 125 107 78 70.2
4 14 91.1 138.8 3.25 3.49 172 143 95.5 89.9
20 92.4 169.6 3.24 3.54 184 160 107 99.9
synthesizing a QoS-aware topology. The proposed method gives worst case latency
guarantees by carefully designing the application specific topologies for the NoC and
can be used with switches that do not have any specialized hardware for QoS. The
only assumption is that the switches use a fair arbitration policy, such as round robin.
In our experiments we show that our proposed algorithm can guarantee meeting real
time latency constraints with little resource and power consumption overhead (average
8.5%).
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